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The final release of version 12 of Q-DAS software
products includes several hundreds of changes and
modifications. This article illustrates some of the
MAYn characteristics of these changes.

Q-DAS programs open and visualise the model of a 3D CAD
file. Users may even rotate, bend and zoom it in the 3D CAD
Viewer window.

3D CAD DRAWINGS
Version 12 adds some new Q-DAS software components
to already existing ones. One of the is the innovative 3D
CAD Viewer. Its name already implies that it serves the
visualisation of 3D CAD files. It also provides the basis for
test plans when a CAD model or associated definition files
offer required test plan information.

Fig. 1: 3D CAD Viewer

If the 3D drawing already contains information about
features and characteristics, users may apply them in Q-DAS
software products. They may either apply the Search all
information option or select them manually.
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By tapping the <SHIFT> key, the mouse pointer (yellow)
makes the feature information visible in the drawing. A click
automatically creates features and characteristics in the
Q-DAS structure.

Fig. 5: 3D CAD Viewer showing the x/y-plot for two-dimensional and
thr-dimensional positions

Q-DAS software also supports a fully automated allocation
of feature and characteristic information. All it needs is a
Fig. 2: Selection of features

descriptive file containing information about features and
characteristics and the associated coordinates of the 3D CAD
drawing, e.g. a XML file. The task of the converter script is to
combine this file with the graphic file. The allocation is now
completed. We really recommend this approach since it is
based on an automated allocation.
You may even apply 3D CAD drawings and corresponding
functionalities in Q-DAS reports. The software arranges

Fig. 3: Q-DAS structure

characteristics automatically facilitating the generation of
reports.

This example provides two features - CYLINDRICAL and

Auch in Q-DAS Berichten können die 3D-CAD-Zeichnungen

CONICAL – together with associated characteristics. Users

und Funktionalitäten verwendet werden. Eine automatische

may also create features and characteristics manually and

Anordnung der Merkmale hilft bei der Erstellung der

show or hide the characteristic information in the 3D CAD

Berichte.

Viewer.

Fig. 6: 3D CAD Viewer in a report template
Fig. 4: 3D CAD Viewer showing characteristic descriptions

3D CAD graphics help you record measured data in procella.
The graphic rotates, and the system automatically scales it

There is also an option to allocate 3D CAD drawings to

to highlight the characteristic to be recorded. The operator is

existing Q-DAS data sets. If measured values are available,

always able to identify the characteristic to be measured in

the 3D CAD Viewer also shows measured value graphics.

the 3D graphic at a glance.
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COMBINING AUTOMATED AND
MANUAL MEASUREMENTS IN O-QIS

Your measurement is now completed, and the software is
waiting for new Q-DAS files. Due to the new option to record
additional characteristics manually, you do not have to
switch from O-QIS MCA/CMM Reporting to procella and vice

When a CMM writes and evaluates Q-DAS files, you will

versa. procella functionalities are fully integrated into the

typically use O-QIS MCA/CMM Reporting. However, if

measurement procedure; you may thus even record attribute

you enter measured values manually or by using serial

characteristics or use serial measuring equipment to collect

measuring equipment, you will choose procella for a correct

data.

recording. Since version 12, O-QIS can combine both,
automated and manual measurements, directly.

NEW GRAPHICS IN qs-STAT

Let us have a look at an example. We want to evaluate a

qs-STAT now offers all the benchmark graphics that were

Q-DAS file containing 13 different characteristics and want

previously only available in M-QIS.

to add two additional characteristics that we enter manually.
O-QIS MCA/CMM Reporting visualises and evaluates
characteristics whose measured values are stored in a file.

Fig. 9: Benchmark of characteristics including a classified tolerance
Fig. 7: Evaluation of measured values stored in a Q-DAS file

utilisation

To configure the manual recording of two additional

An additional benchmark graphic is the benchmark of

characteristics, we create two additional characteristics – in

measurements. It shows one bar per measurement and thus

this case manually recorded characteristics 1 and 2 – and

illustrates the proportion of characteristics in the respective

adjust specific characteristic settings.

classes. You may adjust the class width of the tolerance
utilisation. This example shows bars turning yellow for a

When you start the new measurement, you have to confirm

tolerance utilisation of 80% and a red bar when the tolerance

the two characteristics you created, and the software

is exceeded.

records them in procella’s summary/input mask. As usual,
you may configure this mask according to your individual
requirements.

Fig. 10: Benchmark of measurements

Fig. 8: procella summary/input mask to record data
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WEB APPLICATIONS
You were able to show Q-DAS results on a website in the
past. What is new is that there are separate web applications
for the respective applications. The web applications are

Fig. 12: Alarmdarstellung als Ampel in O-QIS Web

based on the already available “classical” software products

These signal lights represent a summary of characteristics.

you install.

You may update this graphic automatically, e.g. every
30 seconds, to monitor the process location of several

qs-STAT Web
Users of qs-STAT Web may start qs-STAT in their browser
once. They can load data from the Q-DAS database and open
graphics, statistics and reports in qs-STAT. Users may thus
use the evaluation options of qs-STAT Web without needing
a local installation. The entire application is running on an
Internet browser. Since you currently access the data in a
read-only mode, you cannot change any measured value

characteristics.
In general, you may apply any graphic Q-DAS offers for
visualisation purposes. However, compared to qs-STAT Web,
O-QIS Web is not a product you may use straight after the
installation. You first have to configure the single pages
individually since every user has different visualisation and
navigation requirements. Q-DAS supports you in this configuration to quickly provide a suitable solution.

information. There is not any risk of making an operating
error leading to a modified data.

Prinzipiell können alle Grafiken, die Q-DAS anbietet, für eine
Visualisierung verwendet werden. Im Gegensatz zu qsSTAT Web ist O-QIS Web kein Produkt, das sofort nach der
Installation angewendet werden kann. Man muss zunächst
die Seiten individuell konfigurieren, da die Anforderungen an
die Visualisierung und Navigation stets unterschiedlich sind.
Q-DAS unterstützt die Kunden dabei, sodass schnell eine
angepasste Lösung gestaltet werden kann.
Fig. 13: O-QIS Web

Fig. 11: qs-STAT Web

M-QIS Web Dashboard
M-QIS Web Dashboard focuses on the main application of

O-QIS Web

web products - the navigation through calculated results.
Most results are compressed according to certain period

O-QIS Web visualises processes and process statistics and

and/or additional information. If you want to have a look at

offers an interactive navigation. The following example shows

the processes of a certain shop-floor area in a plant, you

a summary graphic based on signal lights. These lights

can quickly go into depth and analyse to analyse a lower

monitor the data transferred from the Q-DAS database. The

hierarchy level. Plant 1 examines all processes of the last

light turns red when an alarm occurs (e.g. measured value

four weeks. You can see the proportion of characteristics

exceeds tolerance, violation of control limits, etc.). You click

whose capability index was less than 1.0, between 1.0 and

on the signal light to see the process causing this alarm.

1.33 and whose capability index exceeded 1.33. You may
adapt these classes, of course. The overview shows at a
glance that you produced an especially large number of “red”
characteristics last week. Click on the graphic to load this
month’s data of the next lower hierarchy level, e.g. production
line. Each line includes several stations, each station two
machines and each machine several tools having several
cavities. As you can see, this structure might become very
complex.
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M-QIS Web Dashboard makes it easy to create even
complicated structures users have to navigate through and

MODIFYING TEXTS IN THE PROGRAM

offers an interactive web application showing the results.
Q-DAS software applies two different types of text. On the
one hand, these are texts from the Q-DAS text database,
i.e. program texts such as “process capability analysis”,
“characteristic” or “average”. You use these texts since they
are already translated into different languages and help you
switch the software language. The second type of texts are
user-specific texts, e.g. the user may enter any characteristic
description such as diameter, length, weight, colour, etc.
Version 12 makes it easy to change and manage both types
of text.
Fig. 14: M-QIS Web

When you want to change texts from the text database,
you just select the respective K-field. A window shows all

General information about the application of web
functionalities

associated texts in all available languages. You may modify
the description individually. You e.g. edit K1001 (part number)
because you want to use “article number” instead. These

To use the Q-DAS web products described above, you first

changes become effective in all Q-DAS software products

have to purchase a Q-DAS software licence, e.g. two qs-STAT

applying the text database.

licences. In addition, you need a single web service licence
for each location of your company, e.g. qs-STAT Web service
in this case. You may now use both qs-STAT licences either
for an installed version or as a web licence. Please consider
that no matter whether you use an installed version or the
web application, both equally block one of your licences. You
can either use both licences for browser applications, open
an installed version and qs-STAT Web or use the licences for
two installed products simultaneously independent of where
you installed it. The same applies to any other Q-DAS Web
licence.
Fig. 16: Editing text database fields

Texts the operator enters can be translated into a different
language, too. You select the K-field – K2002 (characteristic
description) in the case – and may change several entries
and translate them. The changes become effective when you
switch languages and reports in a foreign language apply
your translations automatically.

Fig. 17: Editing texts
Fig. 15: Overview of all currently available Q-DAS Web licences
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In this example, an English report will show the word

This option filters out the values for each machine. Each

“diameter” even though the characteristic mask shows the

machine becomes a temporary characteristic and the

word “Durchmesser”. It is the same with ”Länge” and “Length”.

software even calculates characteristic-specific control
limits. This option is part of the graphics settings and does

NEW REPORT TEMPLATES

not require any allocation from the database.

Version 12 provides many new report templates by default.
Some reports just have a new layout, but other ones are

Der Effekt dieser Einstellung ist, dass das Programm

brand new. Q-DAS focused on the best possible properties

die Werte je Maschinen herausfiltert, diese als

for printing and reading report and tried to improve the user

temporäres Merkmal anzeigt und für jede Maschine auch

friendliness by adapting them to frequent applications. The

Eingriffsgrenzen berechnet. Dies ist eine Grafikeinstellung

familiar report templates of version 11 are still available in a

und bedarf keiner Aufteilung aus der Datenbank.

separate folder.
Fig. 20: QCC settings – result of the allocation for machine
description

This display type helps you identify influences such as
machines, operators, cavities, etc. It gives you the opportunity
of detailed statistical process control.

GRAPHIC STYLES
One of the unique features of Q-DAS software is that users
are able to adapt graphics individually. You can change lines,
colours, backgrounds, fonts, etc. more than once and even
specific to certain graphics, users or user groups. Many
users tend to lose track of the variety of different graphics
Fig. 18: Example of a new report template

configurations this flexibility might cause. This is the reason
why Q-DAS added the option to create graphic styles.

QCC – NEW GRAPHICS SETTINGS
When you use quality control charts, the program calculates
and shows the control limits of the current process. A new
feature is the allocation for additional data in graphics.

Fig. 21: Edit graphic styles

You create own graphic styles and globally define the types of
Fig. 19: QCC settings – allocation for machine description

graphics these specific settings shall apply to. You may save
several different configurations, assign these configurations
to users or select them interactively while working with
Q-DAS software.
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Here is an example: The nylon material of air bags shall be
subject to a tensile test. You cut some pieces that you want to
test from a panel of nylon. Even though the pieces are not the
same, we can assume that the rest of the material behaves in
a similar manner. solara.MP evaluates the measured values
and the results are similar to MSA’s type-2 study. However,
this analysis does not consider the repeatability on test parts
since it does not exist.
Fig. 22: “Default” graphic style

Fig. 24: Nested ANOVA results
Fig. 23: “Grey” graphic style

IMPORT/EXPORT OF USER GROUPS

NEW INSTALLATION STRUCTURE
The structure of folders and files created during an

You can only export the rights of user groups directly from the

installation of Q-DAS products is different compared to

Q-DAS program and import them into the software again if

previous versions. There is only one *.exe file for all products.

you do not want to adjust them again.

You use *.ini files to open the respective programs. This lean
structure has advantages especially for terminal server

NESTED ANOVA IN solara.MP

installation since it is easier to distribute. Additionally, the
system creates a separate folder for each software release in
order to be able to manage upgrades properly.

solara.MP now offers the method of nested ANOVA for
measurement system analyses in destructive testing. This
type of analysis assumes that the parts are destroyed

PERFORMANCE OPTIMISATION

during the test, e.g. in a tensile test, but the results are still
comparable.

To boost the performance of Q-DAS software, we now offer a
64-bit version. It uses several available process cores and the
main memory to full capacity in calculations. The calculation
of larger amounts of data thus becomes much quicker.
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